00:11:44

Megan: Good morning all! We will get started in just a few minutes

00:14:56

les:
Les Simpson lsimpson@wellnesstechplus.com 303-579-6881 RALNA webinar
on 30th at 6pm www.tinyurl.com/wtpralna

00:15:10

Thom and Sandy Corrigan:
Sandy and Thom Corrigan 3to5 Club
sandy@3to5club.com thom@cranksetgroup.com Sandy 303-907-1010 and Thom
303-912-1077

00:17:09

Hélouisa van Wyk:

Hélouisa van Wyk - Dream It Eventz

info@dreamiteventz.eu
www.dreamiteventz.eu
Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn: @dreamiteventz
00:19:40

Kim Nitchman: What needs to go? Expectations.... Thriving if flexible

00:19:52

les:

00:20:45

Connie Ellefson:Connie Ellefson- landscape design and land development
engineering (erosion control plans, and other exciting plans.) 303-523-3664 truewest1@usa.net

00:30:29

Brandy Randolph:

So do you charge for the events?

00:30:45

Carey Lindeman:

What were some of the platforms that you used?

00:34:40

Brandy Randolph:
Hi I don't think you can hear me on the call in line. I wanted
to know does she create a drawing game? Or find those to do it?

00:35:09

Brandy Randolph:

00:36:02

Tom Fanning: How far out are you looking ahead now as you envision the year...a
week? a month? through the end of the year?

00:36:54

Anita: How do you do cooking classes online for team building?

00:37:36

Jack De Vries: Are any of your clients needs expanding beyond the capabilities of
the tools you've already mentioned? If so, how are you handling those?

00:39:35

Malcolm & Melanie Hurter:
Malcolm & Melanie Hurter, BreakThru Coaching,
breakthrucoaches@gmail.com 7203452124/3036215969.

00:55:33

Tom Fanning:

00:56:25

Carey Lindeman:

00:57:42

Sanjay Gupta: sanjay@itcanbepictures.com, 678.923.5382 Sanjay Gupta visual
storytelling

01:03:45

Kim TenwoodLodge,com Ithaca NY family vacation rental/retreat:
Sounds like
you are working with a new employee/stakeholder and need to make a process/job
description for this person and you can't find the time for it. Especially if you can

Go back to core business. Not bge to diversified.

I guess I do not understand do you create the content?

tom.fanning@boomzaa.com 303-570-7071
Carey Lindeman, carey@promisecareinc.com, 952-992-0333

work in the same space as this person, assign the person to the write up these
descriptions of the process as you are teaching/mentoring him or her
01:05:58
Real time

Connie Ellefson:Can your trainee watch you at work as you handle client orders?

01:06:12
based

Andrew Rowland:

01:06:23

Tom Fanning:

01:07:17

Chuck Blakeman:

01:07:35

Megan: https://freedommapping2020.eventbrite.com

01:10:26

Tom Fanning:

01:10:50

Kim TenwoodLodge,com Ithaca NY family vacation rental/retreat:
hunker down, keep moving in the place of discomfort

01:10:51

Tawnya Lichtenwalter: Getting to know the people my people know.

01:10:58

Megan: Here is Scott Friedman’s website - https://www.scottfriedman.net/

01:11:44

Brandy Randolph:

I need to remember to go to my niche and narrow my focus

01:11:58

Carey Lindeman:

Thank you Helouisa Very Inspiring!!

01:12:31

Hélouisa van Wyk:

It was a pleasure! Loved meeting you and being here :D

01:14:24

Sanjay Gupta: Thank you all! I have another zoom meeting to get on for writing!
Take care.

01:15:01

Tom Fanning:

01:15:23

Hélouisa van Wyk:

Beautiful doggy Tawnya :)

01:15:41

Hélouisa van Wyk:

Thank you very much for inviting me! You are amazing!

Virtual Assistant maybe an option. Lower cost and project

To Chuck's point..."lifetime value"?
Yes, Tom, that’s what I was trying to say - Lifetime Value. :)

Once again...we're all in this together...globally...amazing!
BFO don't

That's great Sandy!

